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Ralph is not like the other mice at the Mountain View Inn. He is always looking for adventure. It is

Ralph's lucky day when a young guest named Keith arrives with a shiny miniature motorcycle. Right

away, Ralph knows that the motorcycle is specialâ€”made to be ridden by an adventurous mouse.

And once a mouse can ride a motorcycle . . . almost anything can happen!
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Story overview:---------------One day, in an old fashioned and unfrequented hotel, a family shows up.

The mother is not the most thrilled about the idea of staying at this place, and keeps on insisting that

there are probably mice living there, but there were no other options (they had driven for many

hours and everything else was full). Her and her husband stay in room 216, but their son, Keith, is

allowed to have his own room next door in #215.The boy pokes his finder in a hole only to find, to

his disappointment, that there's nothing in there. Little did he know that it was the entrance to the

home of Ralph, a young and mischievous mouse who is always giving his mother reasons to worry;

particularly on this day when he climbs up a phone cord to look for leftover crumbs.Unfortunately for

Ralf, the boy's mother is overly clean and there were no leftovers, however what he saw was

something he desired even more than food: a motorcycle.Ralf sits on the motorcycle and accidently

rolls off the table, falling into a waste basket, where he is discovered by the boy, Keith, and they



become good friends. The two have a lot of fun together until one day-due to Ralf's

carelessness-the hotel finds evidence of mice and so Ralf and his family take refuge. Thankfully for

the mice, Keith brings them enough food to eat, but one day the boy becomes ill and Ralf finds

himself on a mission to help find him some medicine.My thoughts:-------------Extremely charming,

this book had me turning the pages. The fonts are big (at least in my edition), so it's easier for

children to read, and the illustrations (though sometimes not quite accurate) do a good job of

painting a visual picture to the words.
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